STARTING THE YEAR OFF RIGHT

WITH PECANS

Chinese
New Year

Pairs Well
with Pecans
We reached millions of Chinese consumers with
baking inspiration ahead of Chinese New Year.
Four regional influencers – with a combined
follower count of 8.5 million – helped spread
the word, while leveraging an American
Pecans-sponsored cooking workshops for kids
and their parents.

A Playful Twist
on a German Icon

Our first consumer marketing campaign in
Germany was a hit! After achieving 12.4 million
Consumer Views and Touchpoints (CVTs) with
our holiday Nutcracker campaign, we kept these
beloved nut lovers moving into the new year.
Germany’s latest social campaign features an
active lifestyle makeover for our nutcracker
friends along with pecan nutrition messaging.

To stay up to date with our marketing efforts and how your industry dollars are making an impact, visit AmericanPecan.com and
register for our industry newsletter. On the website, you can also access marketing resources and reports in the Marketing Toolkit.

We love seeing consumers engage on social media with our pecan-filled content!

I love pecans right out of the can.
LOVE pecans! Literally add
them to everything!
I’ve been smearing pecan butter
on my bison patties – crazy good
combo. You’ve got to try it!

pecan
love

Love them in my morning
oatmeal with some cinnamon,
maple syrup and flax meal
Now I’m in the mood for some
pecans as my snack today!
I like to toast them with some maple syrup!

Don’t Forget
Your Tools!
Did you know there are hundreds of marketing
materials created with your marketing needs in
mind? Visit the Industry Toolkit on our website for
downloadable resources, including social media
posts, recipe cards, nutritional information,
photography and more.
If you’d like to receive printed recipe cards or
nutritional handouts, please contact us at
industry@americanpecan.com or at 817-916-0020.

Gathering Insights

from Diabetes Professionals

In January, we conducted a survey to gather internal insights from diabetes professionals to inform future
activations with this new subset of our target audience of health professionals. We’re currently taking these
insights to develop expert- informed messaging to leverage in future diabetes-tailored content and activations,
including in-person events and Pecan Powerhouses Network newsletters, throughout 2022 and beyond.

American Pecans exceeds 2 Billion
Consumer Views & Touchpoints!
CVTs, also known as impressions, is a metric that tracks
how many times American Pecans content is displayed,
delivered to an individual in their feed, or consumed via
a printed publication or TV/radio media. That is a lot of
eyeballs and engagement with our beloved nut!

